
                                                                                               Participant’s number: ............ 

Olympiáda v anglickom jazyku, 23.ročník, celoštátne kolo 2012/13, kategória 2B, 

úlohy                                                  

                                       R E A D I N G   C O M P R E H E N S I O N 
 

Task 1: In the following article, eight headings indicating eight paragraphs have been removed. 

In the spaces above paragraphs, write the letter of the appropriate heading. Be careful, there is 

one extra heading.   

                   Eight Simple Ways To De-Stress 

 

…………………………………….. 

1. Demonstrating affection has been shown to increase your body’s levels of oxytocin and dopamine, 

hormones that reduce stress levels. You could hug your other half, best friend or children, or stroke a 

dog or cat; it will all generate the same result, along with enjoyable feelings of bonding.   

 

…………………………………….. 

2. To counteract the negative effect of stress, you want your system to produce the “calm and 

connect” hormone oxytocin, rather than the “fight or flight” hormone adrenaline. Along with the 

physical ways to prompt oxytocin, you can stimulate its release by being thankful. 

 

…………………………………….. 

3. When we are stressed, we jut our chins forward, particularly in the car or when sitting at a 

computer. Because the head is so heavy, it puts extra stress on the neck muscles. To counteract this: 

sit tall on a chair against a wall, so your back and head are both against the wall. Press the underside 

of your tongue to the roof of your mouth and slowly draw your chin towards your chest, using just 

the muscles at the back of your neck.  

 

…………………………………….. 

4. Situations where we feel impotent or have no control, such as if you are stuck in traffic, are extra 

stressful. In these situations, recognise what you cannot change and accept that there’s no shame or 

guilt in it. Once you do that, you’ll start to regain calm.  

 

…………………………………….. 

5. Your body is the best barometer of your psychological state. Pain in your head or shoulders is a 

physical giveaway of the pictures that you are making in your mind. To prevent mental stress, be 

aware of how your body is feeling. Relax your shoulders, jaw and neck now and make your mental 

pictures positive. You’ll feel the difference. 

                                                                                         
…………………………………….. 

6. It’s easy to get hung up on the small details that clog up our lives, and let them become a morass 

through which it is very tricky to make one’s way. When you catch yourself in a spiral of negative 

thoughts (e.g. the bills are going to be huge), take a tip from cognitive behavioural therapy, advises 

Dr Bev McLagan. “To stop the cycle of constant bad news, look at what you know and what is, 

rather than what if? Then you can focus on potential solutions, rather than finding yourself paralysed 

by imagining problems you fear may happen.” 
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                        R E A D I N G   C O M P R E H E N S I O N (continued) 
 

…………………………………….. 

7. When you feel that life is running away from you, stop and take control of a small area of your life 

in a physical sense – by tidying and sorting out your desk or the bathroom cupboard, for example. 

Regaining the advantage over even one bit of chaos helps you feel more able to move forward. 

 

…………………………………….. 

8. Acupressure points go by poetic names and the one on the centre of the breastbone, three thumb-

widths up from the base of the bone, is called the Sea of Tranquillity. Press down on the little 

indentation found here, using three fingertips along the bone, for two minutes, to release tension and 

deepen your breathing, which helps to soothe your brain and restore calm.  

 

 

HEADINGS TO BE FILLED IN: 

 

A.  RELEASE THE UPPER SPINE TENSION 

B. FIND YOUR PEACE POINT 

C. BE AWARE OF YOUR BODY SIGNALS 

D.  GET PHYSICAL 

      E.  TACKLE SOMETHING SMALL TO SEE BIG 

F. SHOW GRATEFULNESS 

G. BREAK THE CYCLE OF HARMFUL THOUGHTS 

H. COMMUNICATE IN A PEACEFUL WAY 

      J.   ACCEPT UNCERTAINTY 

 

 

 

Task 2:  Find the words in the text that mean: 

 

9.  a complicated and confusing situation that is difficult to get out of it    

…………………………………….. 

 

10. pleasant peacefulness          

……………………………………..                  . 

         ........ / 10 pts                                                                                           
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                                              V O C A B U L A R Y 
 

Task 1: Choose the most suitable word or phrase. Circle the corresponding letter.  

 

1.   A hurricane can …………………… across an area.  

      A. swipe    B. swerve  C. sweep        D. sweat   

2.   The play is full of very ………………… remarks made by the main character. 

      A. hilarious  B. comic  C. jolly         D. witty  

3.   Reggae used to be popular but it’s a bit ................................. fashion at the moment.  

      A. out of      B. beyond     C. away from  D. outside 

 

 

Task 2: Fill each blank space in the article below with the correct form of the word in capital 

letters. 

                ACCIDENTAL DISCOVERY 

In 1940, four boys were exploring the woods near the town of Montignac 

in south-western France when they discovered a small hole in the ground.   

Curious, they tried to (4) .............................………... the hole, and after                        LARGE 

some time they were able to crawl inside. They found a narrow passage  

that led into a large underground cave. With the light of their oil lantern  

they were amazed to see brilliantly coloured paintings of animals on the white  

(5) .............................……….. walls and ceiling of the cave. They reported           LIME 

their discovery to Henri Breuil, an expert on (6) ........................................      PREHISTORY  

art. Breuil came to see the cave paintings and proclaimed them to be  

(7) ..............................……. ancient. When news of the discovery reached     AUTHENTIC 

the public, archaeologists, journalists and (8) ....................................……                     SIGHT 

came to the cave. After the war the French government and the landowner  

provided a safer entrance and better security for the paintings. Since that time,  

thousands of tourists have come to Lascaux Cave. They can now view an exact  

replica that has been built in close (9) .................................……..... to           APPROXIMATELY 

the original cave without danger of damaging the (10) ........................................          REPLACE     

original artwork.            .... / 10 pts 
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                                            G R A M M A R 
Task 1: Fill each of the numbered blanks in the passage with one suitable word. 

     CARS IN BRITAIN 

EXAMPLE: (0) all 
 

Nowadays just over half of (0)..................... households in Britain have one or more cars. The increasing use 

of cars has had an enormous effect (1).......................... society, health, the landscape and other aspects of life. 

In the 19
th
 century railways caused workers in other transport industries to lose their jobs, but they also 

employed a (2)......................... many people. In the 20
th
 century, railway workers lost their jobs 

(3)...................... roads provided more employment. 

   In general, cars have increased people’s chances of travelling (4)...................... pleasure, and have opened up 

whole areas which were formerly inaccessible. Country parks, stately homes and other attractions often 

depend on access (5)......................... car, for public transport rarely serves them. 

   Nowadays, a large percentage of people do their shopping at supermarkets, travelling (6)......................... 

than before and going by car if possible. The use of a car makes the journey easy and means that they can 

bring (7)...................….. enough shopping to last them a week or more. Cars have helped to drive many corner 

shops (8)........................... of business. Nearly all shopping centres can be (9)........................... by bus as well 

as car, but many towns and cities now have giant shops (10)........................... do-it-yourself materials, and 

these are often in “out-of-town” centres or trading estates that are not served by bus.       …. / 10 pts 

 

Task 2: Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using 

the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use between four to six words. 

 
11.  He became famous but it cost him his privacy.         expense 

       His rise …………………………………………………………………………………….. of his privacy. 

12.  I don’t think it was reasonable of you to complain so much about the facilities.             justified 

       I don’t think you ...................................................................................……such a fuss about the facilities. 

13.  If George hadn’t interfered, there would have been no problems yesterday.      smoothly 

       Without George’s ………………………………, everything …………………………………………… . 

14.  We’ll have to make sure that costs are as low as possible.                    minimum 

       We’ll have to keep .............................................................................................................……………….. .  

15.  The audience suddenly started to applaud loudly.          sudden 

 All ……………………………… , there ……………..………………………………. from the audience. 

     .... / 5 pts 
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                                             L I S T E N I N G 

 

 

You will hear two shop managers, David and Katherine, talking about their jobs.  

For questions 1 –5, decide whether the opinions are expressed by only one of the speakers, or 

whether the speakers agree. 

Write D for David, K for Katherine, or B for both, where they agree. 

 

  

 

1. I put pressure on myself.         …….…… 

 

2. I don’t like the idea that I’ve misjudged people.     …….…… 

 

3. I take certain action when there are not many customers.   …….…… 

 

4. The people working for me have certain expectations of me.   …….…… 

 

5. I take a certain approach to dealing with people’s problems.   …….…… 

 

 

                   ........ /5 pts 
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